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Most of us have
memories of tins
being hoarded and
reused in a variety
of ways when we
were growing up—the
reusable IndiGo’s
cookie tins and
Altoids Mints tins are
a neat way to involve
customers beyond
the actual use
of the product,
Vikram Doctor writes

Are IndiGo cookie tins
really the most collected
cookie tin in the world?

Cans were developed to
provision soldiers at war
and sailors at sea and in
1810, Peter Durand a
British inventor, started packaging meat for
the Royal Navy in metal boxes

E

very day IndiGo sells 1200 cookie tins.
This could be because it is one of the
cheaper snacks on the budget airline,
but then they also sell 2500 of the
more expensive tins of cashews.
Neither cookies (oatmeal and honey or chocolate chip) nor cashews are particularly special,
but they do come in nicely solid tins. At a time
when most food packaging is cheap and throwaway, IndiGo has designed its tins for people to
take home and use again.
And they do. “People use the tins for keeping
coins, pens, stapler, scissors, clips, pins, bangles, earrings, pendants, eatables, plant pot,
nails, etc,” says an IndiGo spokesperson.
“Some of our customers have used our cashew
tins as a travel jewel box.” Wieden + Kennedy,
their creative agency, which came up with the
idea of reusable tins, encouraged this with images of some of these stored items on the cookie tin and the hyperbolic line: “Officially the
most collected cookie tin in the world.”
IndiGo is not the only brand which has realized that reusable tins are a neat way to involve
customers beyond the actual use of the
product. The strong-flavour loving cult
of Altoids Mints, for example, is boosted
by websites listing different ways to reuse the rectangular tins (first aid kit/
mini flashlight/ pinhole camera/ etc).
Reusing tins fits neatly into a number of
current trends like environmental consciousness, retro design appeal, self reliance and the hipster passion for handicrafts.
Underlying these trends, and the reason why they resonate, are the memories
most of us have of tins being hoarded
and reused when we were growing up. We
might store provisions today in rows of
identical PET containers, but we remember kitchens lined with tins of different
shapes and sizes, which actually made it
easier to remember which items were in
what. Tin cans were rarely discarded after
their original contents were used, but were
washed and kept for multiple uses.
Cookies, or biscuits in the British world,
were pre-eminent even then. Cans were developed to provision soldiers at war and sailors at sea. In Gary S.Cross and Robert N.
Procter’s new book Packaged Pleasures, a
study of how technology changed marketing
and consumption, they explain how around
1810 Peter Durand, a British inventor started packaging meat for the Royal Navy in
metal boxes: “Named after traditional cane
‘canisters’, Durand’s iron cans were covered
in a thick coat of tin to prevent rusting –
whence the name ‘tin can’.”
Tin cans became mass market when the
Industrial Revolution made biscuits, one of
the first industrially made food products.
Biscuits were durable, could be made on a
large scale by bakeries equipped with new
machines and as a relatively clean product,
could use a new source of cheap labour –
women living in the rapidly growing cities,
whose populations also provided a ready
market. Their one problem was fragility, but
this was solved by packing them in large
boxes made of the tinplate being rolled out
by new factories, and dispatching them

(right) Women on a
production line canning
beans at Wisbech,
Cambridgeshire. (below)
Women peeling ripe
tomatoes at a US factory

Huntley & Palmer biscuits tins were
air-tight, water-proof and insect-proof
and had obvious storage benefits in
tropical climates
The company that
really capitalised
on sanitary cans
in India was Lever
Brothers with
Dalda

through new,
smooth-running
transport systems like canals and railways,
or overseas to the colonies which were another new market.
My mother remembers aunts who hoarded
Huntley & Palmer biscuits tins, prestigious
markers of how they could afford these imported products – much as later generations
would display blue tins of Royal Danish butter biscuits or purple tins of Quality Street
toffees. Air-tight, water-proof and insectproof, these tins had obvious storage benefits in tropical climates. A less obvious benefit was found in large joint families where
privacy was hard to come by – tins, rather
than transparent bottles, were ideal for secreting personal possessions away from the
curious or covetous eyes of other family
members.
Another use was cooking. My mother recalls her grandmother measuring out all her
recipes in the fixed volumes of a Capstan cig-

arette tin.
Large biscuit tins
could be made into stoves or ovens –
Samaithu Paar, the classic Tamil Brahmin
cookbook gives recipes to be baked in a
‘Biscuits Box’ which sounds like it was an
adapted biscuits canister, with a tray for sand
on which to keep glowing coals, and more
coals to be placed on top, while the cakes and
biscuits for baking went inside.
Tin cans were soon such a valuable commodity in India that in 1903 the Times of
India noted a dispute between bulk importers
of kerosene and those who imported it in
cans: “Oil imported in cans, it has long been
complained, has enjoyed an unintended advantage over the commodity imported in
bulk, inasmuch a specific duty has been levied on the oil alone, no account being taken of
the value of the tin cans.” Second hand cans,
ToI discovered, sold for around ten annas a
pair, a not inconsiderable sum.
And this was just before the real revolution

in tin cans took place. Cross and Procter explain that cans were soldered shut by hand,
a time-consuming process, until the development of the so-called sanitary can:
“Perfected in 1905, the sanitary can eliminated most soldering by use of double seams assuring an airtight seal. The process was a
marvel of industrial engineering, albeit virtually ignored by historians of technology.”
Canning could now be done faster and was
safer, greatly extending its potential.
The company that really capitalised on this
in India was Lever Brothers with Dalda. The
vegetable fat which Levers introduced in
1937 was a controversial product, both criticised by adherents of pure ghee and adulterated by imitators. To emphasise its purity, all
ads for Dalda prominently featured the line:
“Sold Only In Sealed Tins” and images of the
tin with its palm tree design. And as Dalda
became a success in the market it was accompanied by multiple uses being found for
its empty tins. Music was one of them. In a
ToI interview Pandit Bhavani Shankar, the
maestro of the pakhawaj, recalled how his
career started when his father refused to let
him play any percussion instrument. But
the boy defied him by using five litre Dalda
tins as a makeshift tabla, until his father relented. In another interview Jockin
Arputham, the activist for the rights of slum
dwellers, recalled how he bonded with others in the slum through music: “Someone
got a Dalda tin. Someone got glasses and
spoons. We formed what you could call the
first band there and, within a few days, everyone came to listen to us.”
Devieka Bhojwani recalls learning to swim
in Juhu in the 1960s with Dalda tins for floats:
“A rope was passed through the centre and
tied to our backs!” Children could always find
innumerable uses for tins. They were used to
construct experiments for school, and also
more profitable purposes. In 1953 ToI reported
a conference on co-operatives where a group of chilTin cans bedren was running a food cocame mass
operative where they sold
market when ice cream made by churnthe Industrial ing a container of milk in a
Revolution
Dalda tin filled with ice and
made biscuits, salt.
one of the first Perhaps most important
industrially
of all were the more personmade food
al uses of cans. Dalda cans
products
were famously used as lotas
in rural areas, with each
person taking their own into the fields in the
morning. Harish Bijoor, the brand consultant,
recalls meeting a farmer in Moga who had
used a Dalda tin in a refreshing way: “He had a
pipe that would take water out and at the end
of that pipe he had this Dalda Tin attached
high up. He had used a nail and hammer and
had made a hundred or more perforations on
the tin.” It was a shower which Bijoor gratefully made use of when his car broke down
there one day. The value attached to cans was
so high that it could even overcome regular
prejudices. Susan Ingraham, the wife of an officer with the American consulate in Chennai
discovered this while distributing milk powder to patients at a leprosy clinic. In an article
for the Foreign Service Journal she recalled
how another helper had got some 50 old Dalda
tins for the patients to take their powder in.
But the next time they came the cans had
gone: “When the patients walked home to
their villages with the tins, the local police accosted them. The patients surrendered the
tins and fled.” They had to paint the tins blue
and spread the word that they were meant for
lepers before the patients were allowed to keep
the cans. But in time the plastics revolution
came. V.Prasanna, a chemical engineer, recalls
that even before that manufacturers looking
for shortcuts had started substituting lacquers
for tin on metal plating. Cans were disparaged
as old fashioned, heavy and prone to rusting,
compared to light, lasting and sterile plastics.
Cheap flexible packaging made biscuits and
other snacks available in even cheaper, disposable forms.
Yet there is a circularity to things and today the claims of plastics are being questioned. They are accused of leaking carcinogenic chemicals and causing environmental
damage. “Tin I am sure will see a comeback,” says Mr. Prasanna. Perhaps IndiGo’s
reuseable tins are small indicators of a move
back to the metal boxes that were once so
much a part of our lives.
Vikram.doctor@timesgroup.com

Sanjay Shah, who bought a penthouse in
Chicago’s famous Trump Tower for an eyepopping $ 17 million, is willing to host a ‘Make in
India’ seminar there to get the word out about
what India has to offer, reports N Shivapriya
“I would be willing to have a Make
in India seminar, or workshop, and
invite the Who’s Who of the
MidWest, not just of Chicago,” Shah
told ET. He feels that while the
‘Make in India’ message has
reached NRIs, it is yet to reach a
wider audience of US and European
businesses people. Chicago is home
to companies such as Boeing,
McDonalds and Walgreens, while
the US states that make up the
MidWest together have a GDP about
three times that of India.
“Make in India is not about making and selling in India, but about
making in India and selling across
the world,” says Shah, whose personal wealth comes from the software products company he started
in the US in 1999.
Shah says Modi’s Make in India
campaign caught his attention because his firm started in the US but
decided to make in India. Today,
Vistex has a global footprint and is
among the few to have a direct investment from German software
maker SAP. The CPA-tur nedsoftware entrepreneur says for
India to get the message across it
needs to sell the Make in India idea
more, involve people even other
than the PM such as those who are
part of trade missions in various
countries, and provide testimonials
from those who have done it.
“They can’t cite examples of
Indian companies that have done
well, they have to cite global examples,” says Shah, adding that NRIs
like himself who have built global
businesses would be happy to act as
ambassadors.
“You need the right elevator pitch:
tell me in 2 secs why I should continue talking to you,” says Shah, using the American term that has become popular in the venture capital

industry for the short time (the time
taken for the elevator to reach the
right floor) entrepreneurs get to
pitch their ideas to potential investors. And if the idea is interesting,
they should be ready with more details and examples of global companies that have done well.
India, he advocates, should to a
certain extent, follow the China
model (making things cheaper than
anywhere else in the world) because
economics drives everything. But it
should also focus on quality and IP
creation. “One area China cannot
compete in is the making of intellectual property (IP) -- at least not as
yet. They will, but we still have the
early mover advantage,” says Shah.
“If you look at what is made in
China versus what is made in India,
it’s a drop. Even to get to a quarter of
it a lot of things have to happen,” he
adds. For instance, today almost
every single toy is made in China,
and toys are something people will
One area
always buy. The
China cannot
next generation of
compete in is
toys, though, are a
the making of
lot smarter and
intellectual
h av e s o f t w a r e
property (IP)
built-in. “The com-- at least not
bination of the
as yet
physical and IP is
where India’s opportunity is,” he says.
For many, Make in India implies
manufacturing in India, but it
should include IP as well. Similarly,
the IT sector alone -- even if it productises -- cannot alone make the
initiative a success. It has to cut
across different industries, says
Shah, pointing out that the number
of people employed by the IT sector
is still small as a percentage of
India’s total workforce.
When Shah started Vistex, his wife
was expecting their second child
and they had a mortgage on the
dream home they purchased. And
because he was building a products
firm, he knew it would be at least
two years before it made any money.
But Shah gave up the security of a
high-paying job and went ahead anyway. “Our culture still doesn’t encourage risk-taking. Even if you fail
if you will be smarter with your
next venture,” is Shah’s advice for
Indians who want to Make in India
for the world.
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Involve NRIs in
Make in India Story,
Entrepreneur Says

Tackling Sexual Harassment: Many Firms Yet to Set up Panels
The sexual harassment case against Teri director-general RK Pachauri should serve as a timely warning for organisations that are not yet geared to handle
such cases. More than a year after the law to make workplaces safe came into force many companies have yet to set up committees to take up sexual harassment cases,
risking penalties and the loss of their operating licences. Maulik Vyas reports.

Safer Workplaces
All listed companies will have to mention
number of cases in their annual report:

6,532 2,930
Number of Listed
Companies on BSE :

Number of active traded
companies on BSE

Registered Companies:
In March 2014, India had over

13,94,819

(left) Kanan Dhru of Research Foundation
for Governance in India.(above) Vishal
Kedia Complykaro Services

registered companies.

According to Ministry of Corporate Affairs
(MCA), in India, about 95% of industrial
units are micro, small and medium
enterprises (MSMEs)
As per the survey conducted by the Ministry
of Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises
(MSME), over 90%of these MSMEs are
registered as Proprietorships, about 2%
to 3% as Partnerships and less than 2% as

companies.
The act also includes all associations,
NGO, industry bodies among other offices to
have mandatory filings on such cases

Last year, the Madras High Court directed
Chennai-based ISG Novasoft Technologies
Ltd to pay Rs 1.68 crore as damages on account of sexual harassment to an aggrieved
woman. The court said in its order on
September 2 that if the company had set up a
committee to inquire into allegations of sexual harassment, the litigation may have
been avoided. The Novasoft case is an apt reminder that time may be running out for
companies to form such committees, as required by law. Many companies appear to be
unaware of the provisions of the law that
came into effect in December 2013.
One such firm, a mid-sized realty company
based in Mumbai, is rushing to lawyers and
consultants to comply, with publication of
the annual report due by the end of June.

The Sexual Harassment of Women at Work
Place (Prevention, Prohibition and
Redressal) Act, 2013, mandates every company to set up an internal complaints committee in every office or branch that employs at
least 10 people to take up grievances. The
committee will prepare a report every calendar year and submit it to the employer. The
company is required to include information
on the number of cases filed and their disposal in its annual report.
Sensing an opportunity, start-ups and advisories such as Complykaro, Cohere and
Interweave have started to provide services
that will enable companies to stay on the
right side of the law.
Many small and medium enterprises are
not even aware about the law, so the question

of compliance or seeking help does not
arise, according to Vishal Kedia, founder
and director of boutique advisory firm
Complykaro Services. “Our belief is that
more than 99.5% of SMEs are not aware that
they need to comply with the law, irrespective of number of employees and whether
they have women employees or not,” Kedia
said. A Gujarat-based textile company with
over 200 employees has approached the
Research Foundation for Governance in
India, a non-governmental organisation in
Ahmedabad, for help to set up a mechanism
to deal with harassment in the workplace
and to impart training and create awareness
about the law among workers.
Minister of Women and Child
Development Maneka Gandhi asked groupings such as the Federation of Indian
Chambers of Commerce & Industry and the
Confederation of Indian Industry in March
to furnish compliance reports on this issue
every month so that the ministry is able to
formulate a strategy towards entities that do
not comply with the provisions of the law.
FICCI members have pledged to ensure
safety for women at the workplace, secretary
general Didar Singh said in an e-mail. The
CII said in an e-mailed statement it has been
promoting, sensitising and assisting companies to enable compliance through a series
of training sessions and an online toolkit.
Companies that have implemented the law
include Cairn India, which said in last year’s
annual report that its internal committee re-

ceived and addressed two complaints.
Pharmaceutical company Cipla disclosed in
its annual report that four such complaints
were reported and were disposed of within
the prescribed deadline.
According to the law, sexual harassment
cases at the workplace, including against domestic helps, have to be disposed of by the inhouse committees within 90 days.
“It is a long way before this legislation
brings out behavioural change in the thinking of corporate executives that is its objective,” said Suhas Tuljapurkar, founder of legal support services company Legasis.
“Over 60 companies that we work with are
struggling and are in reactive mode only after incidents take place. Implementation
and enforcement of this law is simply wanting for various reasons.”
Non-compliance may result in the management of such organisations facing criminal
trial. The management may also be liable for
penalties of as much as Rs 1 lakh and cancellation of its business operating licence.
The management can be prosecuted for
abetment of sexual harassment under the
Indian Penal Code and the organisation may
have to pay penalty to the aggrieved woman
under the general law of torts, as in the
Novasoft case.
“We, being a global MNC, already comply
with not only the law of the land but also the
labour laws that govern our parent company,” said Kaushal Sampat, president & managing director at Dun & Bradstreet India.

Each internal complaints committee has
to be headed by a woman presiding officer
and should have at least two employee members, preferably committed to the cause of
women or who have experience in social
work or have legal knowledge, and one external member from an NGO. Half the total
members of the panel should be women.
“Companies should understand that setting up of an internal committee will help
them to be immune from any unwarranted
situation,” said Kanan Dhru, founder and
managing director of Research Foundation
for Governance in India, a think tank working towards legal and political reforms.
Among the entities that can aid companies
are Mumbai-headquartered Legasis, which
trains employees and helps set up IT systems for implementing the mechanism.
Rainmaker, an online learning company, offers an anti-sexual harassment training solution called WorkSafe, which includes both
online and in-person training. Law firms
such as LawQuest, MZM Legal and Nishith
Desai & Associates advise domestic companies as well as Indian subsidiaries of foreign
companies.
“They are willing to follow the guidelines
and rules…but the bigger question here
would be how pragmatic and sensitive a
view would authorities take towards such
SMEs when any unwarranted situation occurs,” says Nishu Negandhi, founder and di
rector of Altius-SymcoPlus, a boutique HR
firm for SMEs in Mumbai.

